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The license recommendation of establishing dr. A. Dadi Tjokrodiyo public hospital by Health Office of Bandar Lampung was based on Regulation of Ministry of Health Number 147 in 2010 about Hospital License, and because long distance that public should underwent to dr. Abdul Moeleok public hospital and less hospitalized public health center facilities. The problems in this research were how did the recommendation process of license to establish dr. A. Dadi Tjokrodiyo public hospital by Health Office of Bandar Lampung and what were the inhibiting factors in recommending license to establish dr. A. Dadi Tjokrodiyo public hospital by Health Office of Bandar Lampung. This research used normative and empirical approach and used primary and secondary data from literary study and from the field. Data were described in sentences and based on particular facts conclusions were drawn. The research results showed that the Health Office of Bandar Lampung in recommending license to establish dr. A. Dadi Tjokrodiyo public hospital were through following stages: examining license requirements of hospital type C establishment, examining license requirements of hospital type C operation, visit to hospital site; and d. recommending license of hospital establishment by Chief of Health Office in Bandar Lampung. The inhibiting factors of Health Office of Bandar Lampung in recommending license of dr. A. Dadi Tjokrodiyo establishment were less knowledge of employees about recommendation of license of establishing hospital, demands to assessor team to finish faster their assessments on requirements of hospital establishment and slow progress of team of dr. A. Dadi Tjokrodiyo hospital development in completing remaining uncompleted requirements to obtain license of hospital establishment, lack of structures and infrastructures in finishing field examination related to license recommendation for establishing dr. A. Dadi Tjokrodiyo public hospital. The researcher suggests that assessor team in conducting their tasks related to license recommendation of hospital establishment should be equipped with knowledge of license procedures, and sufficient structures and infrastructures to examine requirements for the hospital establishment license and visits to the location. This is to prevent mistakes in conducting their tasks.
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